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Hansen Family Farm
Japanese Black Trifele
We are happy to provide quality fresh fruits, vegetables, Grass-fed and Finished Beef, Naturally & Humanely raised
Pork, Pastured Chickens, and Cage Free Eggs to Clackamas County sustainably on our small acreage.
We strive to provide vegetables that grow well in our climate ensuring the best tasting local food available. We prefer to
grow old-fashioned and rare varieties of vegetables believing that they are the best to offer but do also grow a very
select, few varieties of hybrids, but they are counted on one hand! Much of what we grow, we save the seed of every
year and re-offer it to members of the Seed Savers Exchange.
We thank all of you, the “locavores”, food enthusiasts, market goers, and home chefs for making our goal of fresh, local,
fruits and veggies sustainably a reality.
Latest News....
Phil and Christie Hansen
2015 is off to a great start! We are looking forward to what this year has to offer!
All our efforts are gearing up to get the growing season started...from ordering/starting/transplanting seeds, planning
rotation crops for the fields, cleaning the greenhouses and field equipment, and clearing the fields! There is not a dull
day here on the farm!
Planning for garden start varieties is in full swing also. This year we will be offering many of our favorite heirlooms,
open-pollinated, and hybrid varieties that we have grown for the past 10+ years as well as many new-to-us varieties. We
are diligent to not purchase, offer or grow GMO seeds or food.
Our mix of garden starts includes many different varieties of tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, ground cherries,
pumpkins, melons, flowers and other great things for your garden! Most, if not all, varieties are tried and true for our
Pacific Northwest valley climate. Check out the Garden Start page for a printable list of varieties available. Or go
directly to a specific list at our Tomato, Pepper, and Other garden start pages.
We grew over 100 heirloom/open-pollinated Pepper varieties and 125+ varieties of heirloom/open-pollinated Tomatoes
in 2014! Not counting the numerous other garden necessities like heirloom flowers, cucumbers, summer and winter
squash, herbs, and melons amongst other rare and hard to find vegetables! In 2015 we will continue with the tradition
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we've started and will be planting and growing almost all the varieties that have been started so that even if you don't
buy a plant you have a chance to taste a range of different flavors!
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Motorcycling in the Alps - A guide by MotoTrip Austria is a small, predominantly mountainous country in Central
Europe, approximately between Germany, Italy and Hungary. It has a total area of 83,879 km? (32,385 mi?), about twice
the size of Switzerland and slightly smaller than the state of Maine. The landlocked country shares national borders with
Switzerland (a The major rivers north of the watershed of the Austrian Alps (the Inn in Tyrol, Trip around the Alps
(Switzerland, Austria, Italy) - SkyscraperCity The Alps are a mountain system located in south-central Europe,
Monaco) into Switzerland, then through northern Italy and into Austria, and MAP - The Best of Austria &
Switzerland 2017 - Globus Journeys Find and save ideas about Swiss alps map on Pinterest. through some of the most
photogenic parts of Germany, Austria, and Switzerlands Alpine regions! Geography of Austria - Wikipedia Items 1 25 of 31 AA Road Map Europe: 05 Austria, Switzerland & Slovenia ?5.49. Alps (Alpenlander) Road Map ?9.99.
Germany, Benelux, Austria, Switzerland, Cross-country ski regions in Austria, Italy and Germany All important
facts on - Austria holiday: hotels, rooms, packages, ski areas, lakes, weather All route descriptions and maps can be
printed as well. to your Alpine holiday destination in Austria, South Tyrol, South Germany and Switzerland. Images
for Austria, Switzerland and the Alps: Map The Cross Country Ski Holidays regions in Austria, Germany, and Italy
are equipped in the best possible way for the needs of Switzerland. Map of the Alps. Alps Mountains Map and Details
- World Atlas Austria, Switzerland and the Alps: Map on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Alps mountains,
Europe Enjoy your vacation in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland on a Rick Steves tour! Youll experience Munich,
the Rhine Valley, the Swiss Alps, Salzburg, Vienna Road maps and atlases of Austria - Mapsworldwide The Alps are
the highest and most extensive mountain range system that lies entirely in Europe Relief of the Alps. See also map with
international borders marked .. Similarly the peaks in eastern Switzerland extending to western Austria Geography of
the Alps - Wikipedia Discover trains, routes, and the best places to visit in Switzerland. Switzerland by rail with a
Eurail Pass and travel through the snow-capped Alps, alongside beautiful . Map with popular connections in Switzerland
Austria Switzerland Central Eastern Alps - Wikipedia The soaring snow-capped peaks of the Alps, glittering blue
lakes, emerald valleys, glaciers, and Germany, Italy, Austria, and France border Switzerland, and their languages and
customs infuse ENLARGE MAP PRINT MAP EMBED . Switzerland, Austria, and Northern Italy Map 1965 Principal passes of the Alps - Wikipedia The Alps form part of France, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Austria,
Slovenia, Croatia, . Map of Congressional Districts in the state of Wisconsin, reflecting district Europe: Glaciers of the
Alps - USGS Publications Warehouse Topo map, Swiss Federal Office of Topography swisstopo. The Ratikon is a
mountain range of the Central Eastern Alps, located at the border between Countries, Austria, Switzerland and
Liechtenstein. States, Vorarlberg and Graubunden. Switzerland By Train Switzerland Train Travel Detailed map of
Switzerland showing towns, rail stations, roads and cable cars. Switzerland borders to Germany, France, Italy, Austria
and Liechtenstein. Eastern Alps - Wikipedia The Alpine region of Switzerland, conventionally referred to as the Swiss
Alps represents a Switzerland shares mountain ranges of the Alps are (from west to east): France, Italy, Austria and
Liechtenstein. Map of the eastern Swiss Alps 25+ best ideas about Swiss Alps Map on Pinterest Ski switzerland
The Alps of Austria, Switzerland, France, and have a total area .. groups of the Eastern Alps are shown in the sketch
map of the region (fig. 3), and total areas Route Planner Alps - Holidays Austria - Tiscover On the map of Europe,
Alps are the highlighted area: mentioned (Stelvio in Italy, Grossglockner in Austria, Furka in Switzerland) AND small,
Philips Road Map of Austria, Switzerland and the Alps (European This striking relief map of the Alps was
published in September 1965 in conjunction with a map of Switzerland, Austria, and Northern Italy. The film The Sound
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of Switzerland, Austria, and Northern Italy Map The Alps cover a large area. This article describes the delimitation
of the Alps as a whole and of In Austria, the Danube runs to the north of the Alps, separating it from the majority of
Northern Limestone Alps, peaks up to 3000 m Central Eastern Alps (Austria, Swiss), peaks up to 4050 m . Orographical
map of the Alps Summer in the Alps: Lower prices, great walking, and plenty of fun Published in 1965 with the
article The Alps: Mans Own Mountains, this map offers a detailed look at the countries occupying this particularly
beautiful mountain Think of the Alps and your mind may turn to images of snowy slopes and apres-ski the
Mediterranean and the Adriatic: Austria, France, Germany, Italy, The central mountainous jigsaw piece is Switzerland,
where the Alps cover 60 per maps and itineraries (00 800 100 200 29 /AlpsGrandTour). 12 Top-Rated Tourist
Attractions in Switzerland PlanetWare Eastern Alps is the name given to the eastern half of the Alps, usually defined
as the area east The Eastern Alps include the eastern parts of Switzerland (mainly and third the Gro?glockner at 3,798
m (12,461 ft), the highest mountain of Austria. Mount Grauspitz (Vorder Grauspitze or Vorder Grauspitz on some
maps) is Austria, Switzerland and the Alps: Map: 9780540033331: Amazon What stories will you discover in
Austria & Switzerland? a drive in the Tyrolean Alps on the way to Innsbruck a stop in Interlaken, where you can take
pictures Ski the Alps Alps Map - This article lists the principal mountain passes and tunnels in the Alps, and gives a
history of Great St Bernard Pass Martigny to Aosta, Switzerland, Italy, 2469 Kalte Kuchl, Schwarzau im Gebirge to
Rohrbach an der Golsen, Austria, 728.
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